When cells contract or migrate within a three-dimensional fibrous matrix, they pull on the fibers surrounding them, generating displacements in the fibrous network. As there is no clear constitutive relationship for fibrous materials, the connections between force, displacement, and the fibrous structure are unclear. This is especially true for nonuniform forces such as those applied by a contractile cell. This talk will describe experiments to simulate the contraction of a cell using particles made of poly(N-isopropylacrylamide), a hydrogel that undergoes a phase transition when heated, resulting in a dramatic decrease in volume. By embedding particles made of this gel into networks of fibrous collagen I and controlling the temperature, we can generate well-controlled, repeatable contractile forces within the network. The data show two properties that differ from homogeneous, linear materials. Firstly, displacements propagate over a longer range than predicted by classical linear theory. We provide evidence that the long-range propagation results from nonlinearity caused by weakening of the fiber network under compression. Secondly, the random fibrous structure induces heterogeneity in both the displacement field and the modulus at different positions within the same material. Experiments are ongoing to connect these findings to how cells sense and deform the surrounding fibrous matrix.
